
California Dreamin' 

White Californians needing further reasons to flee the state will soon 
have another. According to the Washington Free Beacon, California has 
established a "Reparations Task Force" that has compiled a list of 
proposals to compensate blacks for all the slavery they've been made 
to endure for the past 157 years. Its final report is scheduled to be 
released in July of 2023. 

The 492 page report was compiled by policy-makers and so-called "left-
wing academics" -- are there any other kind? -- that includes a number 
of preliminary recommendations compiled after years of "careful 
study." These proposals are intended to remedy the vestiges of slavery 
and discrimination that California's black residents have allegedly 
endured.  

Black Californians are eligible if they can prove they are the 
"descendants of African Americans enslaved in the U.S. or of free 
Black people living in the country before the end of the 19th century." 
Proof would be established by a new state agency,  the California 
African American Freedmen Affairs Agency, which would provide 
genealogical testing for applicants.  

Here are some of the report's highlights with commentary from me:  
 
#1  Forgive blacks in arrears on their child support:  (Blacks who sire 
endless litters of bastards have the paternal instincts of a Paramecium. 
Few will ever become current with their child support, so California 
figures it might as well make their baby-mommas totally and exclusively 
dependent on federal welfare programs funded by the rest of us.)   
 
#2  Establish a Truth and Reconciliation Commission:  (The inspiration 
for such a tribunal was the "Moscow Show Trials" of the 1930s, where 
innocent people were forced to confess non-existent transgressions in 



order to to satisfy their communist masters before they were shot in 
the back of the head by the NKVD and buried within the walls of the 
Lubyanka.) 
  
#3  Free college education:  (Any retarded black can now go to college 
and get a Federal Family Education Loan, even if their IQ and SAT 
scores are lower than their belt-sizes and they are functionally illiterate 
from having slept through 12 years of grade school and high school.)     
 
#4 Plant trees in black neighborhoods:  (From personal experience, I 
guarantee they will destroy them with whatever weapon they have at 
hand. That will be a precursor to the violence and savagery that will 
manifest more dramatically in later  life.) 
 
#5  Less McDonalds, more Whole Foods:  (Dey likeses dat fried chicken, 
bacon and po'k rhinds. Yo white folkses ain't gonna change dey's 
dietary habits no matter what yo dooses.)   
 
#6  Decrease the police:  (After all, everyone with a three-digit IQ 
realizes that the  more scarce the police, the more law-abiding the 
nigro. Right?) 
 
#7 Free health care:  (Nigras already get free health care. They use 
Medicaid like there's no tomorrow, and then ignore their medical bills 
when they arrive, just as they do with their utility bills.)   
 
#8  Cash transfer payments:  (Dem nigras ain't nebber gwan to turn 
down no white man money. So, invest in beer companies, liquor 
companies, and marijuana farms, because those will be the ultimate 
beneficiaries of that free, white-man money.  Oh, and flashy rims, too!) 
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